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SECTION 6 SECTION 6 !! LINK LAYER T CHANNEL AND SUB-BAND C CHANNEL PROTOCOLS LINK LAYER T CHANNEL AND SUB-BAND C CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

6.1 GGENERALENERAL

6.1.1 The link layer T channel protocols specified in [Part I, 6] applies to link service data units
(LSDUs) in the from-aircraft direction which cannot be transmitted via the R channel (e.g. because its length
exceeds 33 octets).  There are two T channel protocols:  one for requesting the T channel capacity and the
other for the transmission of SUs in assigned capacity.  The link layer sub-band C channel protocol specified
in [Part I, 6] applies to the transmission of signalling SUs corresponding to the circuit-mode services in the
to-aircraft and from-aircraft directions.

6.2 SUSU SET GENERATION SET GENERATION

6.2.1 An SU set can not be generated from the received LIDU as described in [Part I, 6.4.2.1]
until a reference number is assigned to it by the T channel reservation protocol.  The LSDU (used data) is
encoded in the user data field of the ISU/SSU of a T channel SU set.  The number of SUs needed in the SU
set depends on the LSDU length.  Each SU, except the last one, will contain a maximum permitted number of
user data octets.  The number of user data octets of the last SU which belongs to the set may have less than
the maximum length; unused octets are then padded with dummy bits.  The number of octets in the final SSU
is encoded in the “No of octets in the final SSU” field of the ISU.

6.3 TT CHANNEL TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL CHANNEL TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL

6.3.1 GeneralGeneral

6.3.1.1 The T channel transmission protocol is used when there are LSDUs present for transmission
on the T channel and the AES has received a requested T channel burst reservations.  The T channel
transmission protocol specifies reliable link service (RLS) for data transfer.

6.3.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.3.2.1 The aircraft earth station (AES) is the transmitting end of the T channel transmission
protocol.  The oldest SU of the SUs with the highest Q number is transmitted first.  If an SU set is waiting for
transmission in an allocated burst reservation and a higher precedence SU set is submitted for transmission
then the higher precedence SUs will displace the lower precedence SUs.  Thus, a burst reservation may carry
SUs corresponding to an LSDU other than the one which initiated the original request for reservation.

6.3.2.2 The AES, after transmitting the SU set to the ground earth station (GES), waits for
T channel acknowledgement (TACK) SU(s) from the GES.  The TACK SUs are received at the AES by the
receiving end of the P channel protocol, which then passes them to the T channel transmission protocol.  The
AES may receive more than one TACK SU indicating the missing SUs of an SU set at the GES.  Each TACK
SU can identify up to three missing SUs.  The receipt of a TACK SU of the TACK SU set identifying the
missing SUs, initiates a timer tA5 in the AES and indicates the number of additional TACK SUs that are
expected.  If the timer tA5 expires before another TACK SU of the TACK SU set is received, the AES
transmits the missing SUs identified in the so far received TACK SUs.  If TACK SU(s) are received after the
corresponding timer tA5 has expired and the AES has not yet transmitted the retransmission SU set identified
in the received TACK SU(s), the AES discards the received TACK SU(s).
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6.3.2.3 The AES computes the length of the expected reservation for retransmission based upon the
number of missing SUs indicated in the received TACK SUs of the TACK SU set.  This length is associated
with the timer tA8 initiated by the T channel reservation protocol to supervise the receipt of reservation for
retransmission.  This length may be less than the length of the reservation actually assigned for retransmission
by the GES if for example, some TACK SUs of the TACK SU set are not received by the AES.

6.3.2.4 The AES saves a copy of an SU set for retransmission purposes.  After passing the
transmission status indication LIDU to the subnetwork layer indicating success or failure, the AES destroys
the saved copy.

6.3.2.5 If after several retries, an expected reservation from the GES is not received, the AES
discards at least the number of SUs for which the reservation was requested.  The SUs discarded may not be
the ones which initiated the original request for reservation because of the fact that the transmission of SUs is
based upon the precedence (described in paragraph 6.2.2.1), but will be of equal or lower precedence.  If an
ISU is among the SUs discarded at the AES, the complete SU set headed by the discarded ISU is discarded.
This may result in discarding more SUs than required.  If the SU discarded is a REQ SU, then the AES
retransmits the REQ SU on either the T or R channel.  If the SU discarded is a last SU of a SU set, then the
AES starts a timer for the supervision of TACK SU(s) for that SU set.

6.3.3 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.3.3.1 This is the receiving end of the T channel transmission protocol.  The GES, upon receipt of
an SU set, reassembles it into an LSDU.  Before reassembling the SU set, the GES checks whether or not all
the SUs of the SU set have been received.  If the SU set is not complete after no more SUs of the SU set are
expected (determined by the criterion specified in SARPs), the GES requests for the retransmission of the
missing SUs by transmitting appropriate number of TACK SUs, indicating error, on the P channel to the
AES.

6.3.3.2 If while waiting for retransmissions from the AES, the GES receives an ISU with the same
AES ID and Q number as the SU set waiting completion and with a reference number belonging to a pair
whose other member is the reference number of the SU set waiting completion, the GES discards the SU set
waiting completion and proceeds with the new SU set.  The receipt of the ISU with the parameters described
above indicates that the AES has given up on the transmission of the previous SU set and has released the
reference number, thus making available the other member of the pair for assignment.

6.3.3.3 The GES may receive an RQA SU from the AES in the following circumstances:

a) initial SU set loss (i.e. loss of at least the ISU):  The RQA SU does not refer to an SU
set which has been processed just before;

b) negative acknowledgement loss or retransmission loss:  The RQA SU refers to an SU
set under correction; and

c) positive acknowledgement loss:  The RQA SU refers to an SU set which has been
processed just before.
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When the initial SU set has been lost, the GES determines the initial SU set length from the message length
parameter in the RQA SU in order to reserve and send the correct T channel capacity along with the request
for complete retransmission.

6.4 TT CHANNEL RESERVATION PROTOCOL CHANNEL RESERVATION PROTOCOL

6.4.1 GeneralGeneral

6.4.1.1 The T channel reservation protocol is used to request reservations for the transmission of
data on the T channel.

6.4.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)Aircraft earth station (AES)

6.4.2.1 The T channel reservation protocol in the AES assigns reference numbers to the LIDUs
received from the subnetwork layer for transmission on the T channel.  The reference numbers are assigned
in such a way that no two consecutive LIDUs with the same Q number transmitted from an AES to a GES
have the same reference number.  The reference number assigned to an LSDU is used by the T channel
reservation protocol in the request for reservation (REQ) SU and by all the associated signalling and by the
T channel transmission protocol in the data SUs and by the associated acknowledgements and request for
acknowledgement SUs.

6.4.2.2 The REQ SU is transmitted to the GES on the T channel or on the R channel.  Every time
the REQ SU is transmitted on the T channel, the requested length in the REQ SU is incremented by one in
order to account for the T channel capacity used to transmit the REQ SU.

6.4.2.3 The timer tA8 in the AES is used to supervise the receipt of expected T channel reservation
(RES) SUs associated with either previously received reservation forthcoming (RFC) SUs or received TACK
SUs.  Due to the priority scheme for the transmission of SU sets, resulting in higher priority SU sets
potentially occupying reservation assignments for lower priority SU sets, there will be instances of time where
multiple tA8 timers associated with the same SU set might have been initiated at the AES.  Upon receipt of an
awaited RES SU for that SU set, the AES must stop the corresponding tA8 timer ([Part I, 6.5.2.6 and
6.5.2.7]).  However, since a one-to-one correspondence between a tA8 timer and a received RES SU is not
guaranteed, a selection of a most suitable tA8 timer must be made.  Such selection is implementation
dependent.  For instance, the selection could be made dependent on the time-out values of all outstanding tA8
timers, such that the tA8 timer with the shortest remaining time to time-out is selected regardless of the size
of reservation in the received RES SU.  In this case, care must be taken in the implementation to request
reservations for any resulting deficit in the total size of outstanding reservations associated with an SU set at
the AES when all tA8 timers have been stopped.  Other criteria for the selection may be used, however the
constraint that at least the total size of all outstanding reservations associated with any given SU set must be
received prior to releasing the reference number assigned to that SU set must always be observed.

6.4.2.4 Reservations may not be received in chronological order.  The minimum inter-reservation gap
between two reservations on two different T channels is made adequate to allow for frequency (T channel)
switching at the AES.  A reservation (RES) SU defines one or more burst allocations on one T channel.  The
starting frame number of the initial burst is encoded within the RES SU and is known as belonging to one of
the sixteen frames following the reception of the RES SU (the time window).  Thereafter, further reservations
(if any) occur every 2BI frames until the number of reserved bursts is reached.  BI is the encoding of the burst
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interval information element within the RES SU.  The AES computes the starting frame for each reserved
burst using both the starting frame number of the initial burst and the burst interval information.  Once a
reserved burst has elapsed, the AES deletes it from its time-plan.

6.4.3 Ground earth station (GES)Ground earth station (GES)

6.4.3.1 The GES assigns reservations in response to requests for reservations from its logged-on
AESs.  The GES also assigns reservations for retransmissions of missing SUs of an SU set transmitted by the
AES.  So, whenever the T channel transmission protocol at the GES transmits a TACK SU set comprised of
one or more TACK SUs indicating errors, the T channel reservation protocol at the GES makes reservations
for the retransmissions.

6.4.3.2 The GES assigns reservations to an AES for any one of the four T channels that may have
been assigned to the AES at the time of log-on.  The GES indicates the T channel on which the reservation
has been made to the AES in the RES SU.  A procedure to select a T channel, out of the possible four
assigned to the AES at the time of log-on, is implementation dependent.  The following methods may be
utilized for selecting the T channel:

a) all T channels available to a particular AES are polled.  Reservations are assigned to
any T channel on which the minimum allowable reservation delay is achievable, or to
the channel offering the shortest reservation delay if no T channel offers the minimum
allowable reservation delay;

b) each T channel assigned to a particular AES is associated with one or more message
precedence.  A T channel is selected according to the precedence of the message
identified in the REQ SU; and

c) reservations for all non-safety messages are made on a single T channel; reservations
for all safety messages are made on a T channel which offers a shortest reservation
delay.

6.4.3.3 The GES transmits the RES SU to the AES whenever the start of the reservation is within
eight seconds of the current time.  This is done to avoid any misinterpretation of the reservation start time at
the AES.  The reservation start time in the RES SU is specified in terms of start frame number within a
superframe.  The superframe number is not specified.  So, if the RES SU is not received by the AES within
the superframe which actually includes the start frame number, the AES will apply the information incorrectly
to the superframe within which the RES SU is received by the AES.  If the frames in this superframe have
been assigned to another AES, then there could be a collision of the T channel transmissions from the two
AESs.  Because of the fact that the RES SU should be received by the AES within the correct superframe, the
precedence of the RES SU is set to 15 in order to minimize the P channel queuing delays that otherwise can
be experienced by the RES SU.

6.4.3.4 If the start of the burst reservation is outside the eight second time window from the time the
reservation was made, the GES transmits a reservation forthcoming (RFC) SU to the AES in order to prevent
a timeout resulting in another request for reservation.  The RFC SU gives an upper limit for the delay to the
start of burst reservation in entire number of super frames (8 seconds).  The time-plan in the GES is limited
in length.  Whenever the GES is not capable to assign a reservation within its current time-plan, it sends an
RFC SU with the delay to RES set equal to its maximum time-plan length and saves the request for later
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assignment.  Subsequently, when the GES is capable of serving the request, the GES sends a further RFC
SU giving the delay to reservation which is now known.  The size of the GES time-plan is implementation
dependent and has not been specified in SARPs.

6.4.3.5 The TACK SUs transmission must always precede the associated T channel reservation.  As
the precedence level of an RES SU is higher than the one of the TACK SU, the GES must wait until all
TACK SUs have been effectively transmitted before allocating a reservation for retransmission.  The TACK
SUs transmitted to the AES by the T channel transmission protocol in the GES includes an estimation for the
delay before the RES SU will be sent to the AES by the GES; this estimation is a function of the T channel(s)
loading.  Subsequently, if the reservation cannot be assigned within the estimated delay specified in the TACK
SU, the GES transmits an RFC SU with the actual delay or with the maximum delay value corresponding to
its time-plan length if it has not been able to assign a reservation within its current time-plan.  In the later
case, the GES will delay T channel burst assignment until capacity is available.  The length of the reservation
for retransmission is the number of missing SUs identified by the TACK SU set indicating missing SUs at the
GES plus one.

6.4.3.6 The GES assigns reservations such that no two AESs use the same T channel for
transmission at the same time.  The length of a reservation is such that the AES is always capable to send at
least one REQ SU in addition to the SUs for which the reservation is made.  This prevents delaying either the
transmission of an REQ SU when its precedence level is lower than the precedence level of the SUs awaiting
transmission, or the transmission of the complete SU set when interrupted by a single REQ SU.  Long
LSDUs are assigned burst reservation in multiple bursts of equal length, each burst being separated from the
precedent one by a fixed burst interval.  The intervals between bursts can be assigned to AESs for
transmission or retransmissions.  The burst interval between two bursts and the burst length of each burst
corresponding to the same LSDU are made such that the transfer delay for the entire LSDU meets the
performance requirements specified in [Part I, 7].  Since the transmitter in the AES could be shared between
the R and T channels and the T channel mode of the transmitter has higher priority than its R channel mode,
the assignment of reservations on the T channel will affect the R channel transmissions.  The reservations are
assigned on the T channel in such a way that most of the time there is at least one R channel burst every eight
seconds from each AES logged on to the GES assigning reservations.  The burst length and burst interval are
not specified in the SARPs; they are implementation dependent.

6.4.3.7 Typical values for the length of an individual burst are as follows:

a) 18 SUs for a T channel operating at 600 bits/s;

b) 17 SUs for a T channel operating at 1 200 bits/s; 

c) 31 SUs for a T channel operating at 2 400 bits/s; and

d) 31 SUs for a T channel operating at 10 500 bits/s.

Typical values for the burst interval are as follows:

a) 16 frames for a T channel operating at 600 bits/s;

b) 8 frames for a T channel operating at 1 200 bits/s;
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c) 4 frames for a T channel operating at 2 400 bits/s; and

d) 1 frame for a T channel operating at 10 500 bits/s.

6.4.3.8 The earliest starting time that a reservation can be made by the GES must be such that the
AES can receive the reservation in time to transmit at the start of the assigned reservation.  This time takes
into account the processing time at both the GES and the AES as well as coding and decoding delays.  The
value for the earliest starting time is implementation dependent.  For reservations made following the receipt
of a REQ SU, typical values for the earliest starting time for the various channel rates are as follows:

a) 5 seconds for a P channel operating at 600 bits/s;

b) 3.3 seconds for a P channel operating at 1 200 bits/s;

c) 3.0 seconds for a P channel operating at 2 400 bits/s; and

d) 2.7 seconds for a P channel operating at higher bit rates.

6.4.3.9 The GES, upon receipt of either a log-on to another GES or log-off information about an
AES which was logged on to it, may discard the reservations assigned to the AES, making the slots available
for assignment to its other logged on AESs.

6.5 SSUBUB--BAND BAND CC CHANNEL TO CHANNEL TO--AIRCRAFT AND FROMAIRCRAFT AND FROM--AIRCRAFT PROTOCOLAIRCRAFT PROTOCOL

6.5.1 GeneralGeneral

6.5.1.1 The sub-band C channel protocol defined in SARPs Section 6 specifies direct link service
(DLS) for signalling SUs.  The sub-band C channel carries signalling for circuit-mode services to set-up,
maintain or release the C channel.
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